Abstract. We will determine the ring structure of the Hochschild cohomology HH*(ZQ2) for the quatemion group Q2 of order 8 using the ring isomorphism determined by Siegel and Witherspoon.
Introduction
Let RG be a group ring for a finite group G over a commutative ring R. If G is an abelian group, Holm [7J and Cibils and Solotar [3J prove that the Hochschild cohomology ring HH*(RG) is isomorphic to the tensor product of RG and the ordinary cohomology ring:
HH*(RG) ~ RG@RH*(G,R).
If G is a non-abelian group, it seems more difficult to investigate the ring structure of HH*(RG).
On the other hand, it is well known that the Hochschild cohomology ring HH*(RG) is isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology ring H*( G, IjJRG). In the above, IjJRG is regarded as a left RG-module by conjugation. In fact, there are periodic resolutions of period 2, 4 of cyclic groups, generalized quaternion groups, respectively. So it is theoretically possible to calculate the products of the cohomology using the resolution. Thus we have determined the ring structure of HH*(ZQt) for arbitrary generalized quatemion group Qt by calculating the ordinary cup product in H*(QI) IjJZQt) (see [4] ).
The Hochschild cohomology HHn(RG) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the ordinary group cohomology of the centralizers of representatives of the conjugacy classes of G (see [1, Theorem 2.11.2] , [11, Section 4] ):
HH*(RG) ~ EBH*(GJ,R).
j Siegel and Witherspoon [11] define a new product on EBjH*(Gj,R) so that the above additive isomorphism is multiplicative. Besides, they calculate the Hochschild cohomology rings of F3S3, F2A4, F2D2n using this new product. The author considers that it is interesting to investigate the ring structure of the Hochschild cohomology of various group algebras using this new product. As an example of it, we will consider the ring structure of HH*(ZQ2) for the quaternion group Q2 of order 8. Our aim in this paper is to determine the ring structure of HH*(ZQ2) using the new product determined by Siegel and Witherspoon. This method is different from [4] .
In Section 1, as preliminaries, we describe some definitions and properties about the Hochschild cohomology, group cohomology, and the new product determined by Siegel and Witherspoon.
In Section 2, we calculate the cup products on HH*(ZQ2)' In Section 2.1, we describe the presentation of the integral cohomology rings of the quaternion group and the cyclic group. In Section 2.2, as preliminaries of calculating the cup products, we calculate conjugation, restriction and corestriction between the integral cohomology rings of the subgroups of Q2. In Section 2.3, by calculating the cup products using the new product determined by Siegel and Witherspoon, we determine the ring structure of HH*(ZQ2) (Theorem).
Preliminaries
Let R be a commutative ring and A an R-a1gebra which is a finitely generated projective R-modu1e. Suppose that M is a N (= A ® R A OP)-modu1e. Then the n-th Hochschi1d cohomology of A with coefficients in M is defined by
Suppose N is another left A e -module. Then for every pair of integers p, q z 0 there is a (Hochschi1d) cup product Suppose that G is a finite group and that A is a G-module. Then we have the definition of the n-th cohomology group of G with coefficients in A: Suppose B is another G-module. Then for every pair of integers p, q :2:: 0 there exists a homomorphism called (ordinary) cup product
HP(A,M) ®R Hq(A, N) ~ Hp+q(A,M®AN).

If we put
In the following, we state the definition of conjugation, restriction and corestriction. Suppose H is a subgroup of G, and A is a G-module. Let g H denote the conjugacy subgroup gHg-I of H for 9 E G. If 9 E G, the maps rp : g H ---T H; hi f----+ g-I hi 9 and f : A ---7 A; a f----+ ga induce the homomorphism and call it conjugation by g. Note that g* is the identity for 9 E H. an RG-projective resolution, then it is also an RH-projective resolution. Define
where f E HomRH(Zn, A). This homomorphism does not depend on the choice of coset representatives and this induces which is called core stricti on. Note that corZ· resZ ex = IG: Hlex = rnex for ex E Hn(G,A).
These mappings of the cohomology groups are independent of the choice of resolutions.
About the group. ring RG, there are close relations between the Hochschild cohomology and the group cohomology. The following' isomorphism is well known:
In the above, ",M denotes M regarded as a G-module using a ring homomorphism l/I : RG -4 RGe; x ~ x ® (x-I t for x E G and Hn( G, ",M) denotes the ordinary n-th group cohomology. Note that the above isomorphism preserves cup products, that is, the following diagram is commutative: 11 11 Note that the sum in (1.4) is independent of the choices for a and b.
Calculations
Let Q2 denote the quaternion group of order 8:
In this section, we calculate the ring structure of HH*(ZQ2) using the Product Formula. We take representatives of the conjugacy classes of Q2 as follows:
gl=l, g2=X 2 , g3=X, g4=y, gs=xy.
Then the centralizers of them are
Note that G3, G4 and Gs are cyclic subgroups of order 4.
Integral Cohomology Rings of the Quaternion Group and the Cyclic Group
In this subsection, we describe the presentation of the integral cohomology rings of the quaternion group and the cyclic group. First, we consider the quaternion case. In the following, we set A = ZQ2. Then the following periodic A-free resolution of Z of period 4 is well known (see [ 
where A2 denotes the direct sum A EB A and N denotes LrEQ2 r (E A). Applying the functor HomA( -, Z) to the above periodic resolution (Y,6), we have the following complex:
Clearly the module structure of Hn(Q2, Z) is presented by the form of a subquotient of the complex HomA (Y, Z) as follows:
for n == 0 mod 4, n i= 0, 
Applying the functor Homd -, Z) to the above periodic resolution, we have the following complex: 
Conjugation, Restriction and Corestriction
In the following, we set
where r = 1,2. By (1.2), we have
Furthermore we set
In order to calculate the cup products using the Product Formula, we need the calculation of conjugation, restriction and corestriction.
First, we calculate conjugation maps. This is given by calculating the images of the generators of the cohomologies on the cochain level. For the calculation, we need the following two lemmas. As for (li), it suffices to show that (OH)n· (UH)n = (UH)n_l . (dH)n holds for n = 1,2. In fact, for any integer n ~ 3, we can define (UH)n inductively. For any integer i ~ 0, we set
Note that the equations Mi
In the case n = I we have the following:
In the case n = 2, the proof is divided into two cases.
Case 0 ::
The left hand side is as follows:
The right hand side is as follows:
This completes the proof. 
Moreover, t"*(I) = 1 holds for 1 E HO( Gr, Z) (1 s r s 5) and t" E Q2.
PROOF. Note that <x), <y) and <xy) are normal subgroups of Q2. First, we calculate the image of A by y*: H 2 «x),Z) -t H2«X),Z). This is given by the composition of the following maps: where N(x) = Li=O Xl. In the case n = 3, we have
= (N(x),O)
= (W(x»)! . (a(x)h(I),~3 . (w(x)h(l) = ((yx + 1)(x -1), (yx + 1)(1 -xy)) = ((x -1)(1 -x 2 y), (x -1)(x 2 + x)y) = (W(x»)2 .
(a(x)h(I).
In were H = 0i=0 a an <a2) = 0i=0 a . 
In this proof, we calculate corf;> A, corf;> f1, and corf;y> v only. The other equations are easily obtained by (1.1) and Proposition 2.6. For example,
First we calculate corf;) A. Using Lemmas 2.1, 2.7 and 2.8, this is given by the composition of the following maps:
Let {I, y} be a set of right coset representatives of (x) in Q2. Then C(Xi) = 1 and C(Xiy) = Y hold for 0 sis 3. Since (T& (P2 1 (A.). (U(x>h))(v2(l,O)) 
= (Tg)(P2\.t) . (U(x>h))([xlx]-[yly])
= P2 1 (J..) . (u<x>h([c(1)xc(x)-1Ic(x)xC(x2)-1}+ [c(y)xC(yx)-ljc(yx)xc(yx2)-1] 
-[c(l)yc(y)-1Ic(y)yc(x2rl]-[c(Y)YC(X2)-1Ic(X2)YC(X2y)-1]) = P2 1 (A.) . (U(x»2([xlx] + [x 3 Ix 3 ]_ [llx 2 )-
[x 2 II]) = I, (Tg) (P2 1 (A) . (u<x>h)) (V2(O, I)) = (Tg) (P2 1 (A) . (U(x>h))([xly) + [xylx]) = P 2 1
(A)' (U(x>h([c(l)xc(x)-llc(x)yc(xy)-I) + [c(y)xC(yx)-ljc(yx)YC(x)-l) + [c(l)xyc(xy)-ljc(xy)xC(y)-I] + [c(y)xyc(x)-1Ic(x)xC(x2)-I]) = P21(A) . (U(x>h(
we have cor2;> A = A + 2B = A.
Next let {l,x} be a set of right coset representatives of (y) in Q2. Then
u<y>h([c(l)xc(x)-ljc(x)YC(xy)-I) + [c(X)XC(X2)-ljc(x2)yc(X2y)-l) + [c(I)xyc(xy)-llc(xy)xc(y)-I) + [c(x)xyc(x2y)-ljc(x2y)xc(xy)-I))
Finally let {1,x} be a set of right coset representatives of <xy) in Q2. Then C(Xi-l) =C(Xiy) = I (i=1,3) and C(Xi+I)=c(xiy)=x (i=0,2) hold. Since (Tg~) (p~-l(v). (U(xY»)22)(V2(1,0) 
(x)xc(x2)-llc(x2)xc(X3)-I] -[c(l)yc(y)-llc(Y)YC(X2)-l)_ [c(x)yc(xy)-llc(xy)yc(X3)-I))
= p~-l(v). (u(xy)h([1lx 2 ) + [x 2 11]-[xylxy)-[xylxy)) =0, (Tg~)(p~-I(V)' (U(Xy)h))(V2(0, I)) = p~-l (
v) . (U(XY»)2([c(l)xc(x)-llc(x)yc(xy)-I) + [c(x)xc(x2)-llc(x2)YC(x2y)-I] + [c(l)xYC(xy)-IIc(xy)xc(y)-I) + [c(x)xYC(X2y)-llc(x2y)xc(xy)-I)) = p~-l(v) . (U(xY»)2([1lxy) + [x 2 lxy) + [xyll) + [x 3 Ylx 2 ))
= I, we have cor~y) v = B. This completes the proof. o
Products on H*(Q2, ",ZQ2)(~ HH*(ZQ2))
In this subsection, we calculate the products on the Hochschild cohomology H*(Q2,,,,ZQ2)(~ HH*(ZQ2)) using the Product Formula (see Lemma 1.1). In the following, we write XY in place of X,-, Y for brevity. PROPOSITION (1)) (for r = 3,4,5),
The following equations hold in H°(Q2,,,,ZQ2) for the generators of HO(Q2,,,,ZQ2):
Y2(1)2 = 1, Y2(I)Yr(l) = Yr(I), Yr(I)2 = 2(1 + Y2
Y3(I)Y4(1) = 2Y5(1), Y3(I)Y5(1) = 2Y4(1), Y4(I)Y5(1) = 2Y3(1).
PROOF. Note that the relations of degree 0 correspond to the multiplication in the center of Z Q2. SO we obtain, for example, (1)).
In particular, H2(Q2' I/JZQ2) is generated by the products of Y2(1), YI (A), YI (B), Y3(A), Y4(,u) and Ys(v).
PROOF. These are obtained by using Lemma 1.1, Propositions 2.3, 2.6 and 2.9 and Table I as 
where fJ E H*(Gr,Z), 1 =s; r =s; 5 and k 2 O. Since the equations
hold by Proposition 2.6, the cup product with Yl (C) gives a periodicity isomorphism for all n 2 1. In particular, we have 
PROOF. These are obtained by using Lemma 1.1, Propositions 2.3, 2.6 and 2.9 and Table 1 
